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Scissor Decks are spring assisted 
manual lift platforms which allow for safe

 work zone access up to 6' 11” deck height . 

500 lbs (two workers) weight capacity

Aggressive anti-slip deck surface

Multi height adjustability

 4 model sizes with 20” , 30” or 40” width decks

Choice of 3 handrail designs 

 Folding stair access available.
Deck support stanchions  

supplied with all packages

250 lb capacity customized type 1 ladder



HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE PLATFORMS

The Scissor Deck industrial maintenance platform design has been developed with over 10 years of integrating customer suggestions. 

Dan Oster: Director of Maintenance - Rangeland Helicopters Inc., Medicine Hat, Alberta.   “It does the job.  We use it 

AugustaWestland   Bell   Enstrom   Eurocopter   MD    Robinson   Schweitzer    Sikorski   

scissordeck.com

 for servicing the main rotor from the upper deck. The price is right compared to 10-15 thousand for the big frame.”

Darren Nelson: lead technician / shop foreman, Eastern Aviation, Sidney, MT.   “We bought the Scissor Deck 
(7000 series with 30" cantilevered deck) so I can use it on a Bell 206-L3.   We also use it on a Robinson R44. We are going to use it 
on the tails of our fixed wing aircraft. We use it to do all our inspections on the rotor heads and blades. 
I purchased it for safety and ease of working on the higher parts of the helicopter. I like it because its lightweight and maneuvers easily.”

Mike at Kestral Helicopters, Parksville, BC. “We use our Scissor Deck (6000 series with 30" wide deck) 
for maintenance on both the Bell medium and Hughes 500.  It gives us easy access to all points 
on each aircraft. Its stable at all heights and allows for ample room to walk around.  At the end of the day 
it can be folded up and stored away. Its versatile, easy to use. I recommend it for all sizes of helicopters.”

Manufactured in Canada


